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Abstract

Background Endoscopic stenting with a self-expandable

metallic stent (SEMS) is a widely accepted procedure for

malignant colonic obstruction. The Colonic Stent Safe

Procedure Research Group conducted the present

prospective feasibility study.

Methods Our objectives were to estimate the safety and

feasibility of SEMS placement as a bridge to surgery (BTS)

for malignant colorectal obstruction. We conducted a

prospective, observational, single-arm, multicenter clinical

trial from March 2012 to October 2013. Each patient was

treated with an uncovered WallFlex enteral colonic stent.

Patients were followed up until discharge after surgery.

Results A total of 518 consecutive patients were enrolled

in this study. The cohort intended for BTS consisted of 312

patients (61 %), and the stent could be released in 305

patients. Technical and clinical success rates were 98 and

92 %, respectively. Elective surgery was performed in 297

patients, and emergency surgery was performed in eight

patients for the treatment of complications. The overall

preoperative complication rate was 7.2 %. Major compli-

cations, including perforation, occurred in 1.6 %, persistent

colonic obstruction occurred in 1.0 %, and stent migration

occurred in 1.3 % patients. The median time from SEMS to

surgery was 16 days. Silent perforations were observed in

1.3 %. Open and laparoscopic surgery was performed in
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121 and 184 patients, respectively. The tumor could be

resected in 297 patients. The primary anastomosis rate was

92 %. The rate of anastomotic leakage was 4 %, and the

overall stoma creation rate was 10 %. The median duration

of hospitalization following surgery was 12 days. Overall

postoperative morbidity and mortality rates were 16 and

0.7 %, respectively.

Conclusions This largest, multicenter, prospective study

demonstrates the feasibility of SEMS placement as a BTS

for malignant colorectal obstruction. SEMS serves as a safe

and effective BTS with acceptable stoma creation and

complication rates in patients with acute malignant colonic

obstruction.

Keywords Colon and rectal cancer � Intestinal

obstruction � Self-expandable metallic stent � Bridge to

surgery � Multicenter study � Prospective cohort study

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is one of the most common can-

cers worldwide [1] and the second most common cancer in

Japan [2]. At the time of diagnosis, 8–13 % of patients with

CRC present with acute colonic obstruction [3–5]. Con-

ventionally, patients with malignant large bowel obstruc-

tion receive emergency surgery. These patients have a poor

outcome as morbidity and postoperative mortality rates are

higher [6], rates of resection and curative resection are

lower, and long-term survival is poorer than that in patients

admitted electively [7, 8].

Tejero et al. reported using a self-expandable metallic

stent (SEMS) as a bridge to surgery (BTS) in patients with

colonic obstruction in 1994 [9]. In Japan, in 1996, Saida

et al. [10] reported using SEMS as BTS in patients with

obstructing CRC. Thereafter, a number of studies have

shown that endoscopic stent procedures with SEMS prior

to elective surgery represent relatively simple and safe

alternatives to conventional emergency surgery [11–16].

Preoperative SEMS placement can prevent high-risk

emergency surgery and makes it possible to increase pri-

mary anastomosis and decrease stoma creation [17].

Additionally, SEMS gives the physician an opportunity to

perform medical resuscitation, optimization of comorbid

disorders, bowel preparation, tumor staging, and preoper-

ative total colonic examination for synchronous proximal

lesions [15, 16]. Although preoperative stent insertion has

such advantages, some stent-related complications, such as

perforation, stent migration, and re-obstruction, have been

reported [18]. Perforation may lead to an increased risk of

peritoneal carcinomatosis and septic and life-threatening

conditions [19–22]. If the perforation rate is low, the risk of

sepsis or peritoneal carcinomatosis is not increased.

Colonic SEMS placement as a bridge to elective surgery is

useful as a standard treatment for malignant colonic

obstruction because SEMS intervention resulted in more

favorable rates of permanent stoma, primary anastomosis,

and overall complications [23, 24].

To accurately evaluate the advantages and risks of

SEMS, proper stent placement is required. However, to

date, SEMS placement studies with quality control infor-

mation have not been performed. Furthermore, in Japan,

the safety and efficacy of SEMS placement are unclear

because until 2011, colonic SEMS was used only in clinical

research [10, 25, 26]. In 2012, this procedure was covered

by the National Health Insurance in Japan. Even under

these circumstances, the Colonic Stent Safe Procedure

Research Group affiliated with the Japan Gastroentero-

logical Endoscopy Society was organized to provide

instructions regarding safety procedures for placement of

colonic stents [27].

The present study is the largest prospective, multicenter

feasibility study of colonic SEMS as a BTS for acute

obstructive CRC. The aim of this study was to investigate

the outcomes of SEMS as a BTS for obstructive CRC in

terms of treatment details, short-term adverse events, and

proportion of patients with stoma.

Materials and methods

Patients

This prospective, observational, single-arm, multicenter

clinical trial was conducted from March 2012 to October

2013 [28]. The study was registered with the University

Hospital Medical Information Network Clinical Trial

Registry (UMIN000007953). Before study start-up, a Web

site [27] was launched and the standard methods of SEMS

placement based on previously published data were pro-

claimed [10, 15, 25]. The Colonic Stent Safe Procedure

Research Group held a workshop to discuss the tips and

tricks of SEMS placement. More than 140 doctors partic-

ipated in the meeting, and several experienced doctors

presented their experience in developing safe SEMS

placement procedures. A summary was subsequently

uploaded on the Web site [27]. Before the introduction of

SEMS in each institute, we requested each member to

promote cooperation among endoscopists and surgeons to

prepare for the possibility of adverse events.

Patients with acute colorectal obstruction or symp-

tomatic strictures secondary to malignant neoplasms were

enrolled in the study. The goal was not to change the usual

treatment practice of the investigator or the center. Patients

were treated as per usual medical practices.

Forty-six facilities (14 academic centers and 32 com-

munity hospitals) participated in the study. Institutional
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review board approval was obtained for patient enrollment

prior to the start of the study. Each patient gave consent to

undergo the procedure and registration of patient clinical

data. Participating institutions registered all patients with

acute colorectal obstructions managed using the WallFlex

enteral colonic stent (Boston Scientific Corporation, Nat-

ick, MA, USA) until completion of the study. Registration

was completed online through the Web site before or

immediately after the procedure. Patients with primary

tumors receiving operation for resection were classified as

‘‘BTS,’’ whereas patients for whom surgery was not

scheduled were classified as ‘‘palliative.’’ All clinical data

were prospectively collected. Patients undergoing stenting

as a BTS were followed up until discharge after surgery.

Inclusion criteria

A criterion for enrollment was large bowel obstruction as

diagnosed by abdominal X-ray, colonoscopy, or computed

tomography (CT) scan. Patients with colorectal obstruction

secondary to malignant neoplasms were included in the

registry. Only patients with no previous colonic stenting

were included in the registry.

Exclusion criteria

Exclusion criteria included previous colonic stent place-

ment, enteral ischemia, suspected or impending perforation,

intraabdominal abscess/perforation, severe inflammatory

changes around the tumor, contraindication to endoscopic

treatment, and any use of the stent other than those specifi-

cally outlined in indications for use.

Evaluation of obstruction symptoms

To assess oral intake levels and abdominal symptoms

before and after the procedure, we constructed a scoring

system similar to the one used for eating state assessment

in patients with malignant gastric outlet obstruction [29].

The ColoRectal Obstruction Scoring System (CROSS)

assigns a point score based on the patient’s oral intake level

(Table 1): CROSS 0, requiring continuous decompression;

CROSS 1, no oral intake; CROSS 2, liquid or enteral

nutrient intake; CROSS 3, soft solids, low residue, and full

diet with symptoms of stricture; and CROSS 4, soft solids,

low residue, and full diet without symptoms of stricture.

Stent device and procedure

Each patient was treated with an uncovered WallFlex

enteral colonic stent (Boston Scientific Corporation, Nat-

ick, MA, USA) with midbody and proximal flange diam-

eters of 22/27 and 25/30 mm, respectively, and lengths of

6, 9, and 12 cm. SEMS placement was performed as pre-

sented in the pre-introduction publicity announcement. The

details of standard procedures for SEMS placement were

described on the Web site as a brief guideline [27]. Access

across the stricture was established using a guidewire, and

a contrast tube was inserted into the proximal lumen. The

length of the stricture was fluoroscopically measured using

a contrast agent, and the number of stents required to cross

the stricture was determined. To maintain good visualiza-

tion of the tumor orifice, biopsy immediately before SEMS

placement was not recommended because the tumor orifice

becomes obscure due to bleeding. To identify the stricture

location, intraluminal or extraluminal marking with an

endoscopic clip, lipiodol, or a radiopaque marker was

performed at the discretion of endoscopists. Stricture

dilatation before stent placement was generally forbidden.

Outcome measures

We examined the patients undergoing surgery for resection

after SEMS placement as a BTS. BTS was defined as

scheduled elective surgery, independent of the time

between SEMS insertion and surgery. Technical success

was defined as accurate SEMS placement with adequate

stricture coverage on the first attempt without any adverse

events. Clinical success of a BTS was defined as the

decompression and relief of obstructive symptoms until

surgery without any stent-related complications and without

the need for endoscopic re-intervention or emergency sur-

gery. The following conditions were considered to be pro-

cedure-related adverse events: perforation, re-obstruction,

Table 1 The ColoRectal

Obstruction Scoring System
Level of oral intake Score

Requiring continuous decompression 0

No oral intake 1

Liquid or enteral nutrient intake 2

Soft solids, low residue, and full diet with symptoms of stricturea 3

Soft solids, low residue, and full diet without symptoms of stricture 4

a Symptoms of stricture include abdominal pain/cramps, abdominal distension, nausea, vomiting, consti-

pation, and diarrhea, which are related to gastrointestinal transit
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stent migration, infection/fever, abdominal pain, and

tenesmus. Perforation was diagnosed by clinical symptoms

and radiological examination or intraoperative findings.

Postprocedural adverse events were distinguished by the

onset time: up to 7 days of stent placement, from 7 days

after stent placement up to 14 days, from 14 days after

stent placement up to 21 days, and from 21 days after stent

placement. Silent perforation, in which the stent was

intraoperatively exposed in the abdominal cavity without

preoperative symptoms, was not regarded as a complica-

tion. Patients undergoing stenting were followed up until

discharge from hospital. Evaluation of surgical outcomes

took into account the ability to perform elective surgery as

planned with or without the need for a diverting stoma.

Complications and length of hospitalization after surgery

were also recorded.

Statistical analysis

Continuous variables were presented as medians (range).

Statistical calculations were performed using SPSS version

8.0.2 (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA).

Results

A flowchart of the patient registry is shown in Fig. 1. A

total of 518 consecutive patients were enrolled in the study.

Five patients were excluded because of loose stenosis

identified by colonoscopy (n = 3), adhesive small bowel

obstruction (n = 1), and placement of another type of

SEMS (n = 1). The remaining 513 patients were the per-

protocol cohort. The intention of treatment was a BTS in

312 patients (61 %) and palliative in 201 patients.

Baseline characteristics

Of the 312 BTS patients, 177 (57 %) were males, and the

median (range) age was 71 (35–94) years. Of the 312

patients, 296 (95 %) patients presented with acute colonic

obstructive symptoms and the remaining 16 patients did

not have any stricture-related symptoms. Primary CRC was

reported in 98 % of the patients, and the remaining five

patients had either locally recurrent CRC (n = 2), extra-

colonic cancer (n = 1), or benign lesions pathologically

proven after surgery (n = 2). The tumor was located in the

Fig. 1 Patient analysis

flowchart. BTS bridge to surgery
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left colon in 76 % of the patients, in the rectum in 4 % of

the patients, and proximal to the splenic flexure in 21 % of

the patients. At postoperative staging, 72 % of the patients

had localized CRC without metastatic disease, whereas

28 % of the patients had distant metastasis (Table 2).

Technical success

Successful SEMS insertion was achieved in 305 patients

(technical success rate 97.8 %). Technical failure occurred

in seven patients because of our inability to endoscopically

visualize the tumor in one case, inability to pass a guide-

wire in three cases, and perforation by the guidewire in

three cases (Table 3). These patients were included in the

assessment of safety but were excluded from the assess-

ment of effectiveness. Seven out of the 305 (2.3 %)

patients required two stents in the first attempt. Six of these

seven patients had a single stricture, whereas one patient

had a double stricture. Of the total of 312 stents, the most

commonly used stent length was 6 cm (n = 204, 65.2 %),

but in 101 (32.4 %) patients, a 9-cm-long stent was

selected. The most commonly used stent diameter was the

22/27-mm body/flare diameter (n = 287, 92.0 %)

(Table 4). In only six (2.0 %) patients, the stricture was

dilated before stent placement using a balloon.

Clinical success as a BTS

All patients received follow-ups until discharge. In two

patients, obstructive colitis that occurred before stenting

worsened, and emergency surgery was performed. Adverse

events were recorded in 22 (7.2 %) patients (Table 5). A

total of 24 patients were categorized as clinical failure. If

technical errors were excluded, the clinical success rate

was 92.1 %. Emergency surgery was performed in eight

patients for the treatment of complications (n = 6) or

obstructive colitis (n = 2); the details and outcomes of

these patients are summarized in Table 5. In the cases of

emergency surgery, Hartmann’s resection was performed

in three cases and resection of the tumor with primary

anastomosis without diverting stoma was performed in five

cases. Major procedural complications related to stent

placement included perforation in 1.6 % (n = 5) (Tables 5,

6). One patient presented with abdominal emergency

2 days after stent insertion, and a blowout perforation in

the cecum was identified at acute laparotomy. One patient

had tumor perforation and underwent acute surgery 2 days

after stent insertion. One patient had perforation of the

appendix with primary tumor invasion and underwent

acute surgery 2 days after stent insertion. Two patients had

perforation from the edge of the stent flare and underwent

emergency surgery 5 and 19 days after initial stent inser-

tion, respectively. In both these patients, the stents that had

been used were 9 cm long and had a 22/27-mm body/flare

diameter. Other major complications included persistent

colonic obstruction in three (1.0 %) patients, stent migra-

tion in four (1.3 %) patients, and sepsis due to obstructive

colitis in one (0.3 %) patient who underwent emergency

surgery. Minor complications included fever (n = 4),

tenesmus (n = 3), and stool impaction (n = 1). Patients

with stool impaction underwent endoscopic cleaning next

day of stent insertion.

Elective BTS

In total, 297 patients received elective resection. The

median time from SEMS insertion to surgery was 16 days

(interquartile range 12–24 days). Silent perforation (the

stent was intraoperatively exposed in the abdominal cavity

without preoperative symptoms) was observed in four

(1.3 %) patients (Table 6). The overall perforation rate

Table 2 Characteristics of 312 patients who had self-expandable

metallic stent insertion as a bridge to surgery (BTS) for malignant

colorectal obstruction

% No. of patientsa

Patient characteristics

Age, median (range), years 71b (35–94)c

Sex

Male 57 177

Female 43 135

CROSS before stent placement

0 37 114

1 30 93

2 13 41

3 13 42

4 7 22

Tumor characteristics

Stenosis/tumor localization

Rectum 4 11

Lt. sided colon 76 236

Rt. sided colon 21 65

Etiology of colorectal obstruction

Primary colorectal cancer 98 307

Locally recurrent colorectal cancer 0.6 2

Other extrinsic origin 0.3 1

Benign lesion 0.6 2

Tumor spreading

Localized 72 225

With distant metastasis 28 87

CROSS ColoRectal Obstruction Scoring System, Lt. sided colon

rectosigmoid junction, sigmoid colon, descending colon, and splenic

flexure, Rt. sided colon transverse colon, ascending colon, and ileo-

cecal junction
a Unless otherwise indicated, b median, c range
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consisting of technical perforation, procedure-related per-

foration, and silent perforation was 3.8 % (12/312). The

tumor could be resected in 290 patients (97.6 %). Open and

laparoscopic surgery was performed in 116 and 181

patients, respectively. The conversion rate from laparo-

scopic to open surgery was 10.5 % (19/181). There was no

correlation between interval from stent insertion to surgery

or conversion from laparoscopic to open surgery. Resection

of the tumor with primary anastomosis was performed in

276 cases (93 %), which included covering stoma in nine

cases and postoperative diverting stoma for anastomotic

leakage in two cases. Hartmann’s resection was performed

in 13 cases. Palliative colostomy only and palliative bypass

only were performed in six and two cases, respectively.

The overall stoma creation rate was 10.1 % (30/297), and

89.9 % of the 297 patients were stoma free after surgery.

The overall postoperative morbidity rate was 17.7 %.

Anastomotic leakage of all grades occurred in 12 (4.3 %)

of 279 patients with primary anastomosis. Two of these 12

patients underwent re-operation with stoma creation, and

other patients were treated conservatively. There was no

correlation between interval from stent insertion to surgery

and anastomotic leakage. Wound infection of all grades

occurred in 18 patients. Bowel obstruction of all grades

occurred in 15 patients, and two of the 15 patients under-

went re-operation. Intraperitoneal abscess was observed in

three patients (Table 7). The median duration of hospital-

ization after surgery was 12 days (range 4–73). The overall

30-day mortality rate after technically successful SEMS

placement was zero, but the hospital postoperative mor-

tality was 0.7 % (n = 2). These two patients died from

cancer progression.

Table 3 Technical success and

failure rates
% No. of patients

Technical success rate 97.8 305

Technical failure rate 2.2 7

Inability to pass the guidewire 1.0 3

Perforation by the guidewire 1.0 3

Inability to endoscopically visualize the tumor 0.3 1

Table 4 Interventions before stent placement and stent placement

details

Stent procedure details % No. of patients

Stricture no. and placed stent no.

Single stricture with one stent 97.7 298

Single stricture with two stents 2.0 6

Double strictures with two stents 0.3 1

Stent type (deployed stent number was 312)

6 cm length 65.4 204

9 cm length 32.4 101

12 cm length 2.2 7

22 mm diameter 92.0 287

25 mm diameter 8.0 25

Table 5 Clinical failure and occurrence of adverse events

% No. of patients Time of occurrence

*7 days 14 days 21 days 22 days

Clinical success rate 92.5 282

Clinical failure rate 7.8 24

Emergency surgery for obstructive colitis 0.6 2a 2

Adverse events 7.2 22 17 1 1 2

Perforation 1.6 5a 4 1

Sepsis 0.3 1a 1

Persistent obstruction 1.0 3 3

Migration 1.3 4 4

Fever 1.3 4 1 1 2

Tenesmus 1.0 3 3

Stool impaction 0.3 1 1

Acute appendicitis 0.3 1 1

a Emergency surgery was performed
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Discussion

In patients with acute colonic obstruction, emergency

surgical decompression has become mandatory as the tra-

ditional treatment option. It involves a defunctioning stoma

with or without primary resection of the obstructing tumor;

however, emergency operation is associated with high

morbidity and mortality rates, and a colostomy has an

impact on the quality of life [30]. Endoscopic placement of

SEMS is an effective alternative to surgical decompression

for colonic obstruction without emergency surgery. Fur-

thermore, SEMS placement allows the treating physician to

perform medical resuscitation, optimization of comorbid

disorders, bowel preparation, accurate tumor staging, and

preoperative total colonic examination to exclude syn-

chronous proximal lesions [15, 16, 23, 24].

The present study is the largest prospective, multicenter

feasibility study on SEMS placement as a BTS for malig-

nant colorectal obstruction. In Japan, colonic SEMS

placement was not covered by the National Health Insur-

ance until January 2012. Appropriate SEMS placement

resulted in high technical and clinical success rates through

the expertise offered by experienced doctors at the pre-

stent placement meeting arranged to introduce the standard

Table 6 Characteristics in patients with perforation

Classification Perforation cause Age Sex Perforation time after

stent placement (days)

Tumor

site

Perforation

site

Surgery

Technical Guidewire 68 F 0 S S Emergency

Technical Guidewire 60 M 0 S S Emergency

Technical Guidewire 78 M 0 S S Elective

Procedure-related Proximal bowel (obstructive

colitis)

86 F 2 A C Emergency

Procedure-related Cancer 81 F 2 R R Emergency

Procedure-related Infiltration of the cancer 67 M 2 C V Emergency

Procedure-related Stent 80 F 5 RS RS Emergency

Silent perforation Stent 63 F 8a S S Elective

Silent perforation Stent 68 M 16 S S Elective

Procedure-related Stent 71 M 19a S S Emergency

Silent perforation Stent 84 F 20a S S Elective

Silent perforation Stent 85 F 30a D D Elective

R rectum, RS rectosigmoid, S sigmoid colon, D descending colon, A ascending colon, C cecum, V vermiform appendix
a The time interval to elective operation (silent perforation was diagnosed during the surgery)

Table 7 Postoperative

complications
All grade Requiring re-operation

% No. of patients % No. of patients

Overall 17.7 54 1.3 4

Anastomotic leakage 4.3a 12 0.7a 2

Intraperitoneal abscess 1.0 3

Wound infection 5.9 18

Bowel obstruction 4.9 15 0.7 2

Enterocolitis 1.0 3

Hemorrhagic gastric ulcer 0.3 1

Mesenteric panniculitis 0.3 1

Pulmonary complication 0.7 2

Sepsis 0.3 1

Renal failure 0.3 1

Cerebral infarction 0.3 1

a The denominator is 279 patients with primary anastomosis
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procedural details of SEMS placement as described on the

Web site [27, 28]. As a result, the technical and clinical

success rates of stent placement in the present study were

similar to those reported in previous reviews and compa-

rable with those reported in the previous largest multicenter

prospective study from the WallFlex Colonic Registry

Group (technical success rate 98 % and clinical success

rate 94 %) [31, 32]. Previously, three systematic reviews

[14, 15, 18] evaluated and presented data on the efficacy

and safety of colorectal stents in 598, 1198, and 1785

patients, respectively. The reported rates of technical suc-

cess were 92, 93.2, and 96.2 % (median), with clinical

success rates of 85 % (as a BTS with technical failure not

being excluded), 78.1 % (as a BTS), and 92 % (median),

respectively. In patients with total obstruction, stent

placement is challenging [33]. Because all consecutive

patients in whom SEMS insertion was attempted were

enrolled in the present study, patients without total

obstruction, such as those with CROSS 3 or 4, were

enrolled, and this situation may be reflected in the high

technical success rate.

In the present study, the clinical perforation rate was

2.7 %. In a previous comprehensive prospective study, the

clinical perforation rate within 30 days was reported as

3 % [31, 32]. The previous three systematic reviews [14,

15, 18] reported the perforation rates of 4, 3.8, and 4.5 %

(median), respectively. On the other hand, some random-

ized controlled studies and a comparative study reported

high perforation rates, such as 10–12.8 % [19, 34, 35]. In

the European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy

(ESGE) clinical guidelines, published in 2014 [36], it is

mentioned that several studies have shown no differences

in outcomes (efficacy and safety) based on different stent

designs. However, from both our study and the study from

the WallFlex Colonic Registry Group, WallFlex enteral

colonic stents were used and the perforation rate is about

3 % [31, 32]. On the other hand, in one RCT with a high

perforation rate, four-fifths of the stents were Wallstent

(Boston Scientific, Natick, MA, USA) and one-fifth of the

stents were WallFlex [19]. Therefore, we speculate that

stent design may be related to the perforation rate. Fur-

thermore, we believe that the shorter WallFlex colonic

stent, which is still longer than the length of the stricture, is

better. In the present study, 65 % of the stents used were

6 cm long, and in both patients who had perforation from

the edge of the stent flare, the stents used were 9 cm long.

However, with regard to the data of the study from the

WallFlex Colonic Registry Group, in 61.3 % of the

patients, a 9-cm-long stent was selected and stents of 6

and 12 cm length were less commonly used.

In the present study, four of the five postprocedural

perforations occurred within 5 days after stent placement;

the remaining patient had perforation from the edge of the

stent flare 19 days after stent insertion (Table 6). Iversen

et al. reported that one of the four perforations occurred

18 days after SEMS insertion, whereas the remaining three

patients experienced perforation within 5 days after SEMS

placement [37]. Other adverse events occurring after more

than 7 days only included fever in three patients who had

elective surgery (Table 5). In the present study, the median

time from SEMS insertion to surgery was 16 days. In the

ESGE clinical guidelines from 2014 [36], a time interval of

5–10 days till operation is suggested when SEMS is used

as a bridge to elective surgery in patients with potentially

curable left-sided colon cancer (weak recommendation,

low-quality evidence). It was written in the commentary to

these guidelines that, theoretically, a longer interval

([1 week) may allow for better recovery and better opti-

mal nutritional status; however, this may increase the risk

of stent-related complications and may compromise sur-

gery by more local tumor infiltration and fibrosis. Practi-

cally, according to our data, a longer interval did not

increase the risk of stent-related complications and did not

increase anastomotic leakage or conversion from laparo-

scopic to open surgery. Therefore, we cannot identify any

optimal time interval till operation following stent place-

ment as a BTS.

In the present study, up to 97.4 % of patients with

technical success underwent an elective surgery, whereas

only 2.6 % required emergency surgery. As demonstrated

by several previous systematic reviews based on meta-

analyses, SEMS intervention was associated with a higher

successful primary anastomosis rate, lower stoma creation

rate, and lower overall morbidity after surgery [16, 23, 24];

this was consistent with the observations in the present

study. Anastomotic leakage and postoperative mortality

were very low compared with several systematic reviews

and meta-analyses.

In the ESGE clinical guidelines from 2014 [36], it is

mentioned that colonic SEMS placement as a bridge to

elective surgery is not recommended as a standard treat-

ment for symptomatic left-sided malignant colonic

obstruction with strong recommendation, because of a high

risk of stent-related perforation. Follow-up data of the

Stent-in 2 trial also showed that the cumulative incidence

of overall recurrences in patients with clinical stent-related

perforation was significantly increased than in those who

underwent emergency surgery or stenting without perfo-

ration [38]. The long-term impact of silent perforation, in

which the edge of the stent was visible during the sched-

uled operation, is unknown. Silent perforation was

observed in four (1.3 %) patients in the present study. Two

randomized clinical trials of SEMS as a BTS versus

emergency surgery reported that the silent perforation rate

among cases with successfully placed stents was 9 and

57 %, respectively. We speculate that these high silent
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perforation rates correlated with relatively low technical

success rates of stent placement (70 and 47 %, respec-

tively) or selective stent design [19, 34]. In the ESGE

guidelines, it is mentioned that potential concerns have

been raised about impaired oncological outcomes after

SEMS placement in patients with potentially curable colon

cancer, particularly following stent perforation.

Our study group discussed some RCTs and cohort

studies, which reported long-term outcomes after SEMS

insertion as a bridge to elective surgery and referred in the

ESGE guidelines [35, 38–41]. In the three studies with high

perforation rates, oncological long-term outcomes were

unfavorable. Therefore, we speculate that technical failure

of the stent placement affects the long-term outcome. With

no study having good evidence of setting the primary

endpoint of oncological outcomes, the conclusions of the

ESGE guidelines appear to be premature. The most recent

systematic review and meta-analysis evaluated long-term

outcomes of colonic stent as a BTS (n = 704) and emer-

gency surgery (n = 432) for malignant large bowel

obstruction, in which main outcome measures were overall

survival (OS), disease-free survival (DFS), and recurrence

[42]. This study suggests that SEMS insertion followed by

surgery has no adverse influence in terms of patient

oncological outcomes, including OS, DFS, and recurrence,

compared with emergency surgery.

However, theoretically enforced radial dilatation by

SEMS suggests the possibility of increased risk of not only

perforation but also tumor manipulation that can induce

dissemination of cancer cells into the peritoneal cavity,

surrounding lymphatic vessels, and bloodstream [43, 44].

On the other hand, long-term outcomes of malignant col-

orectal obstruction may improve whether cases of postop-

erative morbidity are fewer by SEMS placement as a

bridge to elective surgery.

The current analysis has at least three limitations. First,

this was a non-randomized, single-arm study; therefore, a

comparison of stent and surgical morbidity and mortality

could not be performed. Second, 20 % of the patients

without total obstruction categorized as CROSS 3 (13 %)

or 4 (7 %) received a preventive stent procedure. Finally,

there are no data on long-term outcomes available yet. In

order to clarify the long-term outcomes of SEMS, patient

survival is currently being monitored.

To reveal the oncological long-term effects of colonic

SEMS as bridge to elective surgery, large-size randomized

controlled trials are warranted. However, for randomized

controlled studies of colonic SEMS as BTS versus emer-

gency surgery, it will be difficult to recruit patients for an

emergency setting and to standardize the procedure of stent

insertion. In our group, procedures of SEMS placement for

malignant colorectal obstruction had been standardized

already. In future, our group is going to undertake a large-

size randomized controlled trial to reveal the oncological

effects of colonic stent placement.
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